
Very good 1Q22 results  

 TIM reported the best quarterly results in its history for 1Q22, and it is worth no-

ting that first quarters are usually the weakest for TIM on an annual basis. The 

company's sales were supported by 1) war breaking out in Ukraine, which accele-

rated the customers' purchase decisions, 2) inflationary pressure, and 3) increased 

interest in photovoltaics due to the regulatory change from 31.03.2022.  

 In 1Q22, TIM SA generated PLN 393m in revenue (+53% y/y). The "Cables and 

wires" segment achieved the biggest share in sales (1Q22 share: 35%, PLN 139m 

revenue; 1Q21 share: 35%, PLN 89m). "Instrumentation and switchgear" was the 

second biggest product group (1Q22 share: 26%, PLN 101m revenue; 1Q21: 27%, 

PLN 70m). These two segments contributed over 60% to TIM SA sales. In the RES 

category, the company reported approx. PLN 37m (+375% y/y).  

 3LP’s 1Q22 revenue amounted to PLN 17m (flattish y/y, -8% q/q) and was slightly 

above our expectations. 

 The increase in EBITDA margin by 2.5 pp is noteworthy. We see room to raise our 

forecasts in the context of our annual expectations. 
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PLNm 1Q 2021 1Q 2022 y/y 
PKO Securities      

1Q 2022 
Diff. 

            

Revenue 274.4 410.0 49% 409.4 0% 

EBITDA 24.7 47.3 92% 47.8 -1% 

EBIT 19.1 41.4 117% 42.0 -1% 

Net profit 13.5 31.2 132% 32.4 -4% 

            

EBITDA margin 9.0% 11.5%   11.7%   

EBIT margin 7.0% 10.1%   10.3%   

Net margin 4.9% 7.6%   7.9%   

Source: PKO Securities           



 

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 

REGARDING THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND LIABILITY FOR ITS DRAFTING, CONTENTS AND DISTRIBUTION  

This investment analysis (hereinafter: “Analysis”) has been drafted by PKO BP Securities (hereinafter “PKO BP Securities”), the entity acting in conformity with the Polish Act on Trading in Finan-
cial Instruments of 29 July 2005 and the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/958 of 9 March 2016 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council with regard to regulatory technical standards for the technical arrangements for objective presentation of investment recommendations or other information recommending or sugge-
sting an investment strategy and for disclosure of particular interests or indications of conflicts of interest, solely for the purposes of the customers of PKO BP Securities and is subject to confi-
dentiality within seven calendar days of its distribution date.  

This analysis was drafted against remuneration at the individual request of TIM SA (hereinafter “TIM”).  

Whenever this analysis mentions an “Issuer”, it will be understood as a company to which the Analysis pertains directly or indirectly. If the Analysis pertains to more than one company, the 

term “Issuer” will apply to all these companies. 

The perspective expressed in the Analysis reflects the opinion of the Analyst(s) of PKO BP Securities regarding the analysed company and the financial instruments issued by it. Opinions con-

tained in this Analysis should not be treated as authorised or approved by the Issuer.  

The Analysis has been prepared subject to due diligence and reliability, based on facts and information generally considered credible (including, in particular, financial statements and current 

reports of the company); nevertheless, PKO BP Securities does not guarantee their absolute precision or completeness. The basis for preparing the Analysis comprises information on the com-

pany which was publicly available by the day of its drafting. The forecasts presented are based solely on the analysis conducted by PKO BP Securities and on a number of assumptions which 

may prove incorrect in the future. PKO BP Securities does not grant any assurance that the forecast presented will be proved right. PKO BP Securities is not liable for any losses incurred as a 

result of decisions made on the basis of information contained in this Analysis. PKO Securities as a professional entity does not evade liability for an imprecise or incomplete product or for the 

losses incurred by the Customer as a result of investment decisions taken on the basis of an unreliable Analysis. PKO Securities will bear no liability if the Analysis has been prepared with due 

diligence and thoroughness. PKO Securities will not be held liable for any potential defects of the analysis, in particular for its incompleteness or imprecision, if said defects could not be avoided 

or foreseen at the moment of undertaking standard actions in drafting the Analysis. In the future, PKO BP Securities may issue other analysis, presenting other conclusions which are consistent 

with those contained in this Analysis. Such analysis reflect various assumptions, points of view and analytical methods adopted by the analysts preparing them. PKO BP Securities hereby an-

nounces that the accuracy of earlier analysis is no guarantee of their accuracy in the future. 

PKO BP Securities hereby announces that investing money in financial instruments is connected with the risk of losing a part of or all the invested funds. PKO BP Securities notes that the price 

of financial instruments is influenced by many different factors which are or may be independent from the Issuer or the results of the Issuer’s operations. These can include, among other things, 

changing economic, legal, political and fiscal conditions. A decision on purchasing any financial instruments should be made solely on the basis of the prospectus, offer or other generally availa-

ble documents and materials published in accordance with the binding provisions of Polish law. 

This Analysis does not constitute an offer or an invitation to subscribe for or purchase or conclude transactions on financial instruments and is not aimed at encouraging its addressees to 

purchase or sell any financial instruments.  

With the exception of the remuneration paid by PKO BP Securities, Analysts do not receive any other consideration from the Issuer or other third parties for drafting analysis. Analysts drafting 

analysis are remunerated on a variable basis, indirectly depending on the financial results of PKO BP Securities that may be contingent, among other things, on the results generated by PKO BP 

Securities with respect to brokering services offered. 

PKO BP Securities hereby announces that it renders brokering services in the scope of drafting investment analyses, financial analyses and other recommendations of a general nature under a 

permit of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority dated 7 October 2010. At the same time, PKO BP Securities hereby announces that brokering services are rendered to customers in accord-

ance with the binding “Rules and regulations for rendering the service of drafting investment analyses, financial analyses and publications regarding financial instruments by PKO BP Securi-

ties” (here) as well as on the basis of a written agreement on rendering the service of drafting investment analyses, financial analyses and publications regarding financial instruments by PKO 

BP Securities. The entity exercising supervision over PKO BP Securities within the scope of its brokering operations is the Polish Financial Supervision Authority.  
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Explanation of the specialist terminology used 

min (max) 52 weeks: minimum (maximum) of the market share price during the previous 52 weeks 

Capitalisation: product of the share market price and the number of shares  

EV: sum of the company’s capitalisation and net debt 

free float (%): share of the total number of shares decreased by 5% stakes held by one shareholder and own shares held by the company in the total number of shares 

Average trading/month: average trading per month calculated as total trading value over previous 12 months divided by 12 

ROE: rate of return on equity 

ROA: rate of return on assets 

EBIT: operating profit 

EBITDA: operating profit + depreciation and amortization 

EPS: earnings per share 

ESG: a non-financial measure used for evaluating companies on how advanced they are with sustainability. It consists of environmental, social, and governance factors. The more sustainable 

business, the higher the PKO Securities ranking (score scale: 1-10). 

DPS: dividend per 1 share  

CEPS: sum of net profit and depreciation and amortization per 1 share 

P/E: quotient of share market price and EPS 

P/BV: quotient of share market price and book value of one share 

EV/EBITDA: quotient of capitalisation increased by the company’s net debt and EBITDA 

Gross sales margin: relation of gross sales profit to net sales proceeds 

EBITDA margin: relation of the sum of operating profit and depreciation to net sales proceeds 

EBIT margin: relation of operating profit to net sales proceeds 

Net profitability: relation of net profit to net sales proceeds 
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